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Abstract
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We first study the problem of doing Verifiable Secret
Sharing (VSS) information theoretically secure for a general access structure. We do it in the model where private channels between players and a broadcast channel is
given, and where an active, adaptive adversary can corrupt
any set of players not in the access structure. In particular,
we consider the complexity of protocols for this problem,
as a function of the access structure and the number of
players. For all access structures where VSS is possible
at all, we show that, up to a polynomial time black-box
reduction, the complexity of adaptively secure VSS is the
same as that of ordinary secret sharing (SS), where security is only required against a passive, static adversary.
Previously, such a connection was only known for linear
secret sharing and VSS schemes.
We then show an impossibility result indicating that a
similar equivalence does not hold for Multiparty Computation (MPC): we show that even if protocols are given
black-box access for free to an idealized secret sharing
scheme secure for the access structure in question, it is
not possible to handle all relevant access structures efficiently, not even if the adversary is passive and static. In
other words, general MPC can only be black-box reduced
efficiently to secret sharing if extra properties of the secret
sharing scheme used (such as linearity) are assumed.

In this paper, we consider three related problems, namely
secret sharing (SS), verifiable secret sharing (VSS) and
multiparty computation (MPC).
SS was introduced by Shamir[16] and generalized by
Itoh et al.[11]: a Dealer has a secret s and distributes a set
of shares s1 , . . . , sn to n players, such that s can be reconstructed only by certain qualified subsets of players while
unqualified subsets have no information about s. The collection of qualified sets is called the access structure. We
stress that we consider here secret sharing for general access structures, rather than threshold schemes where the
access structure may only consist of all sets of size larger
than some threshold. It is assumed that the dealer computes the shares correctly, and that players input correct
shares for reconstruction.
When these assumptions are dropped, we get the
(seemingly) harder problem of VSS (Chor et al. [4]):
here, some of the players, including the dealer, may not
follow the protocol. It may even be the case that some
of them turn bad dynamically as the protocol proceeds, as
long as the total set of bad players remains unqualified.
Still the remaining honest players should be able to verify that they have shares of a well defined secret, while
the cheating players should get no information about it, if
the dealer is honest. Finally, the honest players should be
able to reconstruct the secret, even against the actions of
the cheating players.
Our final, still more general problem is that of MPC (A.
Yao [17], Goldreich, Micali and Wigderson [9]): here, all
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Introduction

players have a secret input, and the goal is to compute an
agreed functions of these inputs, while maintaining privacy of the inputs and correctness of the result, again assuming that the set of bad players at any given time is
unqualified.
The classical results in unconditionally secure
VSS/MPC by Ben-Or, Goldwasser and Wigderson[2],
Chaum, Crépeau and Damgård [3] and Rabin and Ben-Or
[15] can be seen as results that build efficient VSS
and MPC protocols based on Shamir’s threshold secret
sharing scheme, in the model where secure channels are
assumed to exist between every pair of players.
Gennaro [8] was the first to consider VSS secure for
general access structures. Then Hirt and Maurer [10]
characterized exactly those general access structures for
which VSS and MPC are possible.
Continuing the line of research from [2, 3, 15], Cramer,
Damgård and Maurer [6] have shown that VSS and MPC
for general access structures can be built efficiently on top
of any linear SS scheme (see also [5]). Thus a natural final
step is to ask what happens if we start from an arbitrary
SS scheme?
Informally, what we show in this paper is that VSS is as
easy to achieve efficiently as ordinary SS, more precisely,
there exists an efficient reduction that builds a secure VSS
protocol from any SS scheme secure for the same access
structure, provided VSS is possible at all for that structure.
Since VSS trivially implies SS, this is an optimal result.
Similarly, showing that MPC in this sense is no harder
than SS would be an optimal result. However, we show an
impossibility result indicating that there is not much hope
of proving this. A reduction showing how to do secure
MPC for some access structure given any SS-scheme for
that structure cannot make any assumptions on the way
the SS-scheme works. So the natural approach is to treat
the secret sharing as a black box, relying only on the functionality that follows from the definition of secure SS. We
show that if we restrict ourselves to such reductions, there
are access structures that cannot be handled efficiently,
where by ”efficiently”, we mean that protocols run in time
polynomial in the number of players, counting usage of
the SS-scheme as only one step.
Thus, general reductions building MPC from SS would
have to either depend on the particular kind of SS-scheme
being used (such as reductions depending on linearity of
the SS scheme) or be inefficient on some access struc-

tures. This may be seen as an indication that, as far
as applicability to unconditionally secure MPC is concerned, there is a fundamental difference between linear
SS schemes and general ones. By contrast, it is shown
in[6] that general SS does suffice for computationally secure MPC.
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A More Detailed View

To explain our results in more detail, we need to describe
more precisely the model we use: we have a set of n players, connected pairwise by private channels, moreover, a
broadcast channel is also available. We are given a monotone access structure Γ, that is, Γ consists of subsets of the
player set, such that A ∈ Γ and A ⊂ B implies B ∈ Γ.
For instance, Γ could consist of all subsets of size n/2
or more. For convenience in the following, we will in
stead talk about the family A of subsets not in Γ. Such
a complement of an access structure is known as an adversary structure, a general notion introduced by Hirt and
Maurer[10].
Finally we have an adversary who can corrupt any subset A of players, as long as A ∈ A. This is called an Aadversary. The adversary may be passive, meaning that
he just gets access to all data of corrupted players, or active, meaning that he takes control over corrupted players
and may make them deviate from the protocol they were
supposed to follow. Orthogonal to this, we distinguish between static adversaries who must decide before the protocol who to corrupt, and adaptive adversaries [15] who
may decide dynamically throughout the protocol whom to
corrupt, as long as the total corrupted set is in A.
In this model, security of secret sharing (SS) can be
rephrased to the requirement that a passive, static adversary gets (almost) no information about the secret when
it is distributed. And that the secret can be reconstructed,
even if the adversary can make the corrupted set of players fail to input shares for reconstruction. Note that since
VSS protocols in our model usually have non-zero error
probability, we will allow SS schemes in our definition to
also have non-zero error, in order to make a reasonable
comparison of the two problems.
In order to talk about the complexity and error probability of an SS scheme, we will think of it as two probabilistic algorithms Distr and Recon, where Distr gets
2

as input the secret s, the number of players n, and a security parameter k as input, it then computes a set of n
shares as output. Sharing s means that one of the players,
the dealer, runs Distr and sends the shares privately to
the players. For reconstruction, some subset of the shares
are broadcast, and each player can run Recon, which gets
as input the subset of the shares, n and k, and outputs a
value s0 .
Thus, underlying this, we have not just one, but a family of adversary structures, one for each n. We will
say that (Distr, Recon) is secure against the family
F = {An }n=1..∞ if the following hold for any n and
any static, passive An -adversary:

a negligible (in k) amount of information about the
secret.
• Reconstruction of the secret results in all uncorrupted players reconstructing the secret defined at
distribution time, except with negligible probability
in k.

Hirt and Maurer [10] show that these criteria can be met
if and only if the adversary structure is Q2: for any two
sets in the structure, their union is not the whole player
set. The obvious question is therefore: when can it be
done efficiently? – which we here will take to mean in
polynomial time in the number of players. The number of
Q2 structures is doubly exponential in n (see [10]) so it
• Assuming the dealer is not corrupted, the amount of
follows from a counting argument that we cannot hope to
Shannon information that the adversary gets about
handle all structures efficiently.
the secret after it is shared is negligible in k.
One way we could hope to get upper and lower bounds
for
VSS is by relating it to the simpler problem of SS.
• Sharing s and running Recon on input a set of shares
Cramer,
Damgård and Maurer [6] show that any linear
not in An results in output s, except with probability
secret
sharing
scheme implies a VSS with polynomially
negligible in k. Running Recon on input a set of
1
related
efficiency
. Here, a linear secret sharing scheme
shares in An results in output a special symbol ⊥,
is
one
in
which
the
shares and the secret are elements in
indicating that the input set was unqualified, again
a
finite
field,
and
the
secret can be obtained as a linear
except with probability negligible in k.
function of the shares. Such schemes can be based on
Here, negligible in k means that the quantity converges to monotone span programs [13, 1].
Our first main contribution is a similar result, that holds
0 as a function of k faster than any polynomial fraction.
for
any secret sharing scheme. Since VSS trivially implies
Note that it would not make any essential difference if the
SS
without significant loss of efficiency, this is the best
behavior of Recon on unqualified sets was left undefined:
result
we can hope for.
one can always test, with arbitrarily small error, if a set is
qualified by sharing a random secrets and testing if they
T HEOREM 1 Given any secure secret sharing scheme
can be reconstructed from the subset in question.
S
= (Distr, Recon), secure against a family F of Q2
Going to VSS, we will think of this as first a protocol
adversary
structures, there exists a VSS protocol secure
for distribution that takes a security parameter k as input,
against
F
with
complexity polynomial in n, k and the runand where one of the players, the dealer, gets the secret
ning
time
of
S.
as private input. Secondly, there is a protocol for Reconstruction, where each player starts from his view of the
We show this by combining the information checking
distribution (which we think of as his share), and reconidea of [15, 5] with a new technique for upgrading from
structs a value for the secret. Such a VSS is secure against
static to adaptive security.
the family F = {An }n=1..∞ if the following hold for all
Note that one way to prove such a result would be to
n and all adaptive, active An -adversaries:
provide a kind of ”efficient compiler” that takes as input
• After distribution, a secret is uniquely defined from the algorithms (Distr, Recon) and produces a VSS prothe views of the set of incorrupted players, except tocol for the same adversary structure, with polynomially
1 In fact, they worked in a model with no broadcast and zero error
with probability negligible in k.
but a stronger condition on the adversary structure. However, the result
translates to our model using the techniques of [5]

• If the Dealer remains uncorrupted, the adversary has
3

will only be interested in what happens when both n and
k go to infinity, so for simplicity, we only look at cases
where n = k.
So we define a protocol for computing fAN D for an
arbitrary number of players n as a family of Boolean circuits of this type {Cn | n = 1, 2, ..}, where Cn specifies
the actions of the protocol for n players (and security parameter k = n). A protocol is polynomial time, if each
Cn has size bounded by some polynomial.
We will say that a protocol computes fAND securely
against a family F = {An }n=1..∞ of adversary structures, if the following two conditions hold for all static,
passive An -adversaries 2 :

related efficiency. We prove a slightly stronger result, in
that we construct a single VSS protocol that works when
given only black-box access to the algorithms of any SS
scheme.
A seemingly even harder problem than VSS is that of
MPC, as described above. For this problem a set of results
very similar to those for VSS is known: In was proved
in [10] that the Q2 condition on the adversary structure
is necessary and sufficient for MPC to be possible. In
[6] it is shown how to perform secure distributed multiplication efficiently when given a linear SS scheme, and
how efficient MPC follows from this given also a commitment scheme with extra homomorphic properties. Using
a VSS construction from [5] as commitment and exploiting its linearity, it then follows that a linear SS scheme
for a Q2 adversary structure implies an MPC protocol for
the same structure with polynomially related efficiency,
secure against an active, adaptive adversary.
So it is natural to ask whether a result similar to Theorem 1 holds for MPC? As for VSS, this is the best result
one can hope for in terms of poly-time efficiency. However, we show a result implying that a reduction of the
type we provided to prove Theorem 1 does not exist for
MPC, not even if we assume the adversary is passive and
static. Informally, we show that MPC protocols which get
black-box access for free to secret sharing, but do not use
any special properties of the SS scheme in question, cannot handle all Q2 adversary structures efficiently.
Since, in both the passive and active models, distributed
addition is easily handled (as we will argue later on),
it follows that it is essentially distributed multiplication,
or equivalently, Oblivious Transfer, that prohibits efficient construction of MPC protocols from black-box SSschemes.
To make this more precise, we first fix (for concreteness) a function which will turn out to be hard to compute
securely for all Q2 structures, namely the function fAN D
which is the AN D of n input bits, one from each player.
We will allow protocols to be constructed nonuniformly over n, k, this only makes the impossibility result stronger. Thus for a fixed value of n, k, we can write
down the computing done by each player at each round
of the protocol as a Boolean circuit. Sending of messages
translates directly to wires connecting these circuits, and
the view of a player becomes the collection of values that
are handled by his part of the circuit. In the following, we

correctness For any set of inputs bits b1 , ..., bn , the protocol computes as result for all players b1 ∧ ... ∧ bn ,
except with negligible probability (in n = k).
privacy For A ∈ An , if the adversary corrupts A, he
learns nothing about inputs bits outside A, beyond
what is implied by input bits in A and b1 ∧ ... ∧ bn
(except for an amount negligible in n = k).
Note that requiring only passive, static security makes
the impossibility result stronger.
Finally, we discuss how to model protocols that are allowed to use SS secure against the adversary structures
in some family F = {An }n=1..∞ but without relying on
which particular SS-scheme is used.
Note that it would not work to give the protocol blackbox access to the algorithms (Distr, Recon) of some
scheme. The shares thus produced depend of course on
the algorithm, so as a result the protocol might still take
actions depending on the particular scheme used. To
avoid this, we give in stead the protocols access to an
idealized secret sharing where the shares are replaced by
a random number that is unrelated to any particular SS
scheme.
More precisely, we allow protocols to make use of an
extra uncorruptible player T with unbounded computing power called an SS-F-oracle. T will implement an
”ideal” SS w.r.t. An whenever there are n players: any
player can send a message ”share s” to T containing a secret s. Then T will remember s and distribute to all play2 Usually, when defining security of multiparty computation, one cannot separate correctness and privacy as we do here. However, in our particularly simple case of static and passive security, this is not a problem
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ers a randomly chosen but unique number ID(s). At any
later time, the protocol can issue a request to T ”Reconstruct A, ID(s)” meaning that the players in the subset A
would like to reconstruct the secret identified by ID(s).
Now, T computes whether A is in An . If not, T will send
s to the players in A. Otherwise T will only say that A is
in An .
When measuring running time, access to T counts only
as one step - the protocol is not charged for the internal
computing done by T 3 . A protocol with such an extra
player is called an SS-oracle protocol. Such a protocol is
said to compute a function securely against F if it can do
so when given access to an SS-F-oracle. Our result now
is:

protocols with polynomially related efficiency that depend on the particular scheme, or class of schemes considered. Only the existence of a general black-box reduction
is ruled out.

3

Distributed commitments

Informally, a commitment scheme consists of a commit
protocol, where one of the players, the committer, on input some value a to commit to, distributes some information to the other players, possibly also some protocol
is carried out to verify this information. The total information distributed is called the commitment and is denoted [a] (suppressing random coins used in computing
the commitment). Assuming the committer is not corT HEOREM 2 There exist families F of Q2 adversary
rupted, the adversary should get only negligible informastructures, such that no polynomial-time SS-oracle protion on a. If the committer is corrupted, he may succeed
tocol computes fAN D securely against F.
in distributing a commitment that is not well formed, we
will denote such a bad commitment as [·].
Note that if we were talking about protocols with no
Secondly, there is a protocol for opening a commitoracle access, we would have a lemma already shown in
ment, where all honest players either compute the same
[10] for which a simple counting argument suffices: Let
value or they all reject. If the committer stays incorrupted,
a maximal Q2 adversary structure be one to which we
then all incorrupted players compute a as the result of
cannot add a new subset without loosing the Q2 property.
opening [a]. If the committer is corrupted [·] will always
It is then easy to see that there are doubly exponentially
be rejected, and opening [a] is either rejected or a is commany maximal Q2-adversary structures on n players. On
puted.
the other hand, there are only exponentially many differAs usual, these conditions should hold, except with
ent protocols that can be specified by a number of bits
negligible probability.
polynomial in n. Thus, if the result was false, there would
exist some protocol that could handle several different access structures. But the same protocol cannot be secure 3.1 Static Adversaries
for two different maximal Q2 structures because it would
For commitments secure against a static adversary, we can
then be secure for their union, which is not Q2.
generalize easily a commitment scheme from [15] (called
However, in our case this argument breaks down: our
weak secret sharing (WSS) there).
protocols have access to an oracle giving answers that deA basic tool introduced in [15], with efficiency impend on the access structure in question, thus an oracle
provements in [5], is Information Checking. This tool alprotocol may take different actions for different access
lows a sender S to give a message m to a receiver R (and
structures. The main technical problem we solve is to
send related information to other players) such that first,
show that even this is not sufficient to do MPC efficiently
the adversary will not learn m if S, R are incorrupted,
for all structures.
and secondly, even if S is corrupt, an honest R can later
Note that Theorem 2 does not rule out that a result simbroadcast m and convince all other honest players that
ilar to Theorem 1 could hold for MPC: it may be the case
the broadcasted value was really the one received from
that for every (class of) SS-scheme(s) there exist MPC
S. This also means, of course, that a corrupt R cannot
3 thus, in our circuit model, a call to T is modeled as a single oracle
convince the players about a message m0 , if he actually
gate doing internally all T ’s computation.
received m 6= m0 from an honest S.
5

These properties hold unconditionally, with a negligible error probability. Clearly, these are the essential properties that ordinary digital signatures could ensure, based,
however, on computational assumptions.
For simplicity, we will describe the following protocol
using the terminology of digital signatures. Substituting
Information Checking will then give unconditionally secure protocols for the same purposes.
Given an SS scheme (Distr, Recon), a commitment
scheme can be built as follows:

honest player, which leads to reject in the opening, except
with probability e1 . Or the commitment is bad, which
means opening it will be rejected, except with probability
e1 .
However, this argument only works because the set
of corrupted players is fixed. Consider what happens if
the adversary is adaptive. Clearly, a good commitment
stays good. But a bad commitment may become good
as more players get corrupted. However, depending on
which players are corrupted, a commitment [·]i may turn
into a good commitment in several different ways, defining different values. This problem was observed for the
case of threshold secret sharing in [5], and it was shown
there how an adaptive adversary can break the commitment scheme.
The attack generalizes easily to many non-threshold
structures, namely those that are Q2, but not Q3 4 . Let
A, A0 , B be a disjoint partition of the player set P.
It is not difficult to see that it is possible to construct
s = (s1 , . . . , sn ) such that when restricted to the players in A ∪ B, this is a set of shares uniquely consistent
with a value a, whereas restricted to A0 ∪ B, it is uniquely
consistent with a different value a0 , and such that both
sets of shares have the right distribution: compute shares
in a, and delete the shares intended for A0 . Since B is
non-qualified, its shares can be extended (with the right
distribution) to a full set consistent with a0 . Finally, delete
the shares for A from this extension. Note that since the
adversary structure is Q2 , both A ∪ B and A0 ∪ B are
qualified sets.
If in the commit phase the committer uses s constructed
in this way instead, he can later open as a if he corrupts
the players in A0 , and as a0 if he corrupts the ones in A.
So to obtain adaptive security, we need to solve this
problem. A solution was given in [5], which however requires that the underlying SS scheme be linear.

• To commit to a, the committer shares a using Distr,
to get shares a1 , . . . , an . He signs each share and
distributes the shares and signatures to the players.
• To open a commitment, the committer broadcasts
a, all the shares, and the random input used when
creating the shares. Each player Pi checks by running Distr that the broadcasted shares are consistent
with a and that ai matches the shares he received
originally. If not, he complains and broadcasts the
original share and signature. If a properly signed
share is broadcast that does not match the committers broadcast, the opening is rejected. Otherwise it
is accepted.
Note that the use of the IC-scheme gives rise to two
relevant error probabilities in this scheme. First, the probability e0 that the adversary can successfully produce a
forged signature in the opening phase (assuming that the
committer is honest), and second, the probability e1 that
a signature broadcast by an honest player in the opening
phase is not accepted (assuming that the committer is corrupted). The parameters of the IC-scheme can easily be
set such that both error probabilities are negligible as a
function of a security parameter k and such that the complexity of the scheme is polynomial in n and k.
We now analyse the statically secure commitment
scheme. Clearly, since the adversary can only corrupt an
unqualified set, he does not learn a, if the committer is
honest.
And since the adversary structure is Q2, the complement of the set of corrupted players is qualified, so one
of the following two cases occur: either the commitment
is good, i.e. all honest players hold consistent shares of
some value a. Then even a corrupt committer cannot open
a different value without changing the share of at least one

3.2

Upgrading to Adaptive Security

The basic idea to get adaptive security is to build on top
of our statically secure commitment scheme from Section 3.1 a new one with the added property that we can
ensure at commitment time that a commitment is good.
4 A Q3 adversary structure is one for which no three sets in the structure cover the entire set of players
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at most 2−k . Moreover, the event that V remains honest
throughout and the commitment is not well-defined has
probability at most 2−k .

For simplicity, we will describe a bit commitment
scheme in which only a single player V verifies that the
committer C has created a good commitment. We then
later describe how to use this to build protocols convincing all honest players.
We assume without loss of generality that our statically
secure commitment scheme allows a player to commit to
any 2n + k + 1 bits string, 5 and we set the error probabilities 6 e0 , e1 in the statically secure commitment scheme
such that both are at most 2−k−1 .
A commitment to bit b in the new scheme is denoted
[[b]]C,V .

The first claim follows from the fact that clearly, the
adversary has at most a negligible amount of information
about a as a result of the generation of the commitment
[a], and z is an “encryption” of vb with the “one-time
pad” a. The claim about the opening phase follows immediately, since e0 ≤ 2−k .
To show the second, note first the adversary loses immediately if he corrupts V , so we may assume that this
does not happen. Then the intuitive idea is that although
C may open [a] in many different ways (since it is only
statically secure), the maximum number is at most 2n (except with negligible probability). This is a negligible fraction of the possible 22n+k+1 strings. This means that right
after having made [a], C is effectively committed (in the
adaptive sense) to a negligible size subset of the possible
strings7 .
We argue as follows. Pretend for the moment that
the IC-signatures offer perfect security (more precisely,
e1 = 0). Then consider the set B of players who are still
honest after [a] is opened. These players have of course
not changed their minds about the shares they received
initially. So they either have consistent shares determining some string a0 which implies that the dealer can only
have opened successfully as a0 . Or they have inconsistent
shares, meaning that C will be deemed corrupt. So it follows that for each set B there is at most one string that the
dealer can claim successfully. And there are at most 2n
such sets.
Since e1 ≤ 2−k−1 , it follows that, except with probability at most 2−k−1 , C is effectively committed to a subset W of strings of size at most 2n .
To be able to open [[b]]C,V in two different ways in this
case, there must exist a0 , a1 ∈ W such that z = vi ⊕ ai ,
i = 0, 1. It follows that v0 ⊕ v1 = a0 ⊕ a1 . Note
that v0 ⊕ v1 is a uniformly random 2n + k + 1 bit
string (different from the all-zero string 0), and is independently distributed from W . But the number of different a0 ⊕ a1 6= 0 with a0 , a1 ∈ W is clearly at most
22n − 2n . Thus we have that the probability that C can

Protocol Commit
1. To make a commitment [[b]]C,V , the committer C
chooses a random 2n + k + 1 bits string a, and
commits to it using the statically secure commitment
scheme, resulting in [a].
2. The verifier V randomly chooses two distinct 2n +
k + 1 bit strings v0 , v1 , and broadcasts them.
3. C computes the string z = vb ⊕ a, and broadcasts it.
We set [[b]]C,V = ([a], v0 , v1 , z).
Protocol Open
1. C broadcasts the bit b, and opens the commitment
[a].
2. Assuming that the opening in the previous step was
accepted, V accepts the opening of [[b]]C,V if it indeed holds that z = vb ⊕ a. Otherwise it is rejected.
We will say that a commitment is well-defined, if after
the commit phase, there is at most one value that can be
opened successfully.
L EMMA 1 The above bit commitment scheme [[b]]C,V is
secure against an adaptive adversary: If C remains honest during the commit phase, then the adversary gets at
most a negligible amount of information on b, and furthermore, the probability that the opening phase fails is
5 If the original scheme allows for q different values, then running
it l times in parallel, yields a statically secure commitment scheme that
allows for q l different values
6 This does not depend on whether the adversary is adaptive or not

7 Elements of our proof are reminiscent of a method introduced by
M. Naor [14] in the context of ordinary, computationally secure commitments from pseudo-randomness
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open the commitment in two different ways is at most
(22n − 2n )/(22n+k+1 − 1) ≤ 2−k−1 .
We conclude that the overall probability of cheating is
at most 2−k−1 + 2−k−1 = 2−k .

We begin by a single verifier VSS protocol, i.e. where
a single player V can verify the actions of the dealer D.
As a tool for this, we need a protocol that produces
from a commitment [[x]]X
D,V for any x a new commitX
ment [[x]]Pj ,V , where Pj can be any player. This must
reveal no information to the adversary if both D and Pj
remain honest; and even if they are both corrupt, it must
still be guaranteed that the two commitments contain the
same value. This is what is called a Commitment Transfer
Protocol (CTP) in [6]. We generalize the idea from there
to build such a protocol for our scenario:

4 VSS from Commitments

In [12], a general techniques is presented, given any commitment scheme, for giving zero-knowledge proofs on
committed bits, i.e. a prover can commit to a set of bits, CPT Protocol
and convince a verifier in zero-knowledge that the com1. D sends x and all random inputs used in creating
mitted bits satisfy any predicate that can be computed in
[[x]]X
D,V privately to Pj . Thus, if D is honest, Pj
polynomial time. At the heart of this is a technique (atis now in a position equivalent to having created
tributed there to Rudich) for building from any commit[[x]]X
D,V himself.
ment scheme a new one, where comparison of committed
bits is possible, i.e. the prover can convince the verifier
2. Pj now creates [[x]]X
Pj ,V , and proves, using the genabout the XOR of two committed bits, without revealing
eral techniques described above, in zero-knowledge
further information. In the following, we apply this conthat it contains the same value as [[x]]X
D,V , acting as
struction to the scheme from the previous section, and we
if
he
created
it
himself
using
the
data
received
in the
denote a commitment to b in this new scheme by [[b]]X
C,V ,
previous step. If this proof succeeds, the protocol
where again C is the committer and V is the player than
ends here accepting [[x]]X
Pj ,V .
can verify relations on committed bits. Since the con3. If the proof fails, it is clear that at least one of D, Pj
struction treats the incoming bit commitment scheme as
is corrupt. D must then open [[x]]X
a black box and does not use any assumptions about the
D,V in public, and
Pj is assigned a default commitment to the opened
way it works, the adaptive security of commitments is not
value x.
affected by this.
Given such a tool, it is clear that a dealer in a VSS proWith this, we can build our single verifier VSS prototocol can use the commitment scheme we just developed col:
to commit to all inputs and outputs of a run of the Distr
algorithm in our SS scheme, and prove in zero-knowledge Single Verifier VSS
to the rest of the players that indeed the committed in1. D makes a commitment [[b]]X
puts result in the committed outputs (the shares of some
D,V , where b is the bit
D
wants
to
VSS.
secret). This almost immediately leads to a VSS protocol. However, apart from the fact that this may result in
2. D chooses random bits r1 , ..., r2k and, for each i
a huge loss of efficiency compared to the underlying SS
generates shares si1 , . . . , sin where ri is the secret.
scheme, it would also give a protocol whose actions deNext, D makes commitments to all these values, repends heavily on which particular secret sharing scheme
X
sulting in commitments [[ri ]]X
D,V , [[sij ]]D,V .
is used. Below, we give a protocol achieving something
slightly stronger, namely a VSS protocol that works given
3. V chooses at random a subset E consisting of half
only black-box access to a secret sharing scheme and furthe indices 1, . . . , 2k, and broadcasts it. Now, for
thermore does not rely on any particular properties of this
each i ∈ E, D must open all commitments to ri
scheme. As we shall see, this matches the impossibility
and each sij , and all random inputs used to generate
result we prove about MPC later.
those shares sij .
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Consider for some i ∈ E the commitments [[ri ]]X
D,V
and the committed shares [[sij ]]X
D,V . Call the index i good
if the sij indeed consistently determine ri and call it bad
otherwise.
Now if at least a constant fraction of the indices, say
0.1k, are bad then except with negligible probability, V
will reject in Step 4 of the distribute protocol (in particular, the subset E chosen by V will contain at least one bad
index). On the other hand, if at most 0.1k indices are bad,
then even if all bad indices are outside E, the good ones
will be in majority among the ones used in the reconstruction phase, and the correct value of b will be computed.

4. V verifies that all openings of commitments were
valid, and for each i ∈ E, that each set of shares sij
consistently determines ri (he does it by running the
distribution algorithm with the random input broadcasted in the previous step). All information with
i ∈ E can now be discarded.
5. Write E for {1, . . . , 2k} \ E. For each i ∈ E, D
computes ci = b ⊕ ri , broadcasts it, and using the
general techniques described above, D convinces V
in zero-knowledge that the XOR of the contents of
X
[[b]]X
D,V and [[ri ]]D,V is ci indeed.
6. Finally, for each i ∈ E and each j, a CPT protocol is
X
executed to convert [[sij ]]X
D,V to [[sij ]]Pj ,V .

VSS Protocol
To finally prove Theorem 1, just note that a dealer can
perform n single verifier VSS’s on the same bit b where
every player gets to play the role of V . As a side effect
of this, we get n commitments [[bi ]]X
D,Pi , where if D has
been honest b1 = ... = bn = b. So clearly, all we need is
for D to convince separately every player that this relation
holds. The general zero-knowledge techniques mentioned
earlier will suffice for this.

In order to ensure that some value for the secret is (almost) always defined after the distribution, we adopt the
convention that if V rejects in the above protocol, default
consistent shares are assigned to the players.
To later open such a VSS, the following is done:
Single Verifier VSS reconstruct
1. For each i ∈ E, each player Pj opens his commitments to all the sij ’s he knows. All the data are sent
to V .

5

Multiparty Computation

2. V verifies all openings and discards those sij ’s for
which the commitment was not correctly opened. In this section we prove our impossibility result, TheoFor those i’s where a qualified set of shares (suppos- rem 2.
edly of ri ) remains, he reconstructs a value ri0 .
Before doing so, we first point out, as claimed earlier,
that secure computation of linear functionals can be effi0
3. V XOR’s ri with the value for ci broadcasted earlier.
ciently handled using black-box SS, both in the passive
This gives a set of bits (which will all be equal to b
and active models. As a consequence, Theorem 2 can
if D has been honest). V decides by majority among
also be interpreted as an impossibility result essentially
these bits the final value to reconstruct.
regarding secure multiplication, or equivalently, ObliviWe now argue that this single verifier VSS works: first, ous Transfer.
if D remains honest, it follows directly from the secuIn the passive case, this is trivial: each input bit b is
rity of the commitment scheme that the adversary gets split randomly into b = b1 ⊕ b2 ⊕ ... ⊕ bn , and bi is given
(almost) no information on b.
to player Pi . Each player then computes the desired linOn the other hand, suppose V remains honest. The in- ear function locally on the bi ’s and publish the result. The
tuition then is that due to the cut-and-choose, a majority global result is then the xor of the local results. Note that
of the ri with i ∈ E are correctly shared, with the players the black-box SS-scheme is not needed for this. In the
committed to their shares. Hence, these ri can be recon- active model, we can first establish a situation where the
structed, and when V XOR’s these with the corresponding input bits and the bi ’s are verifiably secret shared. The
ci ’s, V gets the bit b as a result in a majority of the cases. players then prove using general techniques that they perA more detailed analysis follows.
formed their local computations correctly (see Section 4).
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To prove Theorem 2, let us first recall the standard
argument showing the impossibility result when no SSoracle is given. As mentioned, a Q2 adversary structure
X is called maximal if there does not exist a Q2 adversary structure X 0 6= X such that X ⊂ X 0 . For the sake
of contradiction suppose that for every maximal adversary structure A there exists a protocol which runs in time
bounded by some polynomial, and which computes fAND
securely against A. Since the number of maximal Q2 adversary structures is double-exponential and the number
of polynomial-time protocols is single exponential then
(by a counting argument) there must exist a protocol π
computing fAND securely against two different maximal
Q2 adversary structures X and Y . This means that π is
secure against Z = X ∪ Y . By maximality of X and
Y we have that Z is not Q2. Therefore fAND cannot be
computed securely against it, and we have a contradiction.
In our case the situation is more difficult because the
behavior of the players may depend on the oracle answers. Observe that when the SS-oracle is asked by a
set of players A to reconstruct some secret then the protocol gets the information whether A is a member of the
adversary structure. Thus we may assume that together
with reconstruction request comes a query about a membership in the adversary structure and that together with
the SS-oracle we have a membership oracle.
Therefore for two different adversary structures X and
Y the same protocol may behave in two different ways
if it happens to ask a membership query about a set in a
symmetric difference of X and Y . Intuitively the biggest
combinatorial difficulty of the proof is to show that there
always exist two different maximal Q2 adversary structures AS and AT and a protocol δ working against both
of them, such that δ will, with large probability, not ask
a membership query about any set in a symmetric difference of X and Y .
More precisely, the proof proceeds as follows. It is
enough to prove that for any polynomial p() the collection
of oracle protocols of size p(n) cannot handle all maximal
Q2 adversary structures on n players. So for the sake of
contradiction suppose that there is a polynomial p() such
that for every set of players P of size n and every maximal Q2 adversary structure A ⊆ P(P ) there exists an
SS-oracle protocol π(A) of size at most p(n) computing
fAND securely against A. All such protocols can be specified by a polynomial number of bits, and hence the total

number of such protocols is at most a single exponential
in n.
We will then show:
L EMMA 2 For every n large enough there exist two adversary structures AS , AT ⊆ P(Pn ) such that
1. the size of the set of players Pn is 2n + 2,
2. π(AS ) = π(AT ), and
3. π(AS ) asks a membership query about a set in the
symmetric difference of AT and AS with probability at most 2−1.5n . This probability is taken over
all random choices made in the protocol, and over
a random choice of the 2n + 2 input bits. Moreover, AS contains a set A, and AT a set B, such that
|A| = |B| = n + 1 and A ∪ B = Pn
Before proving this, let us show how the existence of such
AT and AS yields the contradiction. We will construct
from the protocol π0 := π(AS ) = π(AT ) a new protocol
for two players, Alice and Bob, with input bits bA , bB that
will compute securely (and with negligible error probability) bA ∧ bB . This is well known to be impossible, even
if only passive cheating occurs, and the honest Alice and
Bob are allowed unbounded computing power.
Consider the sets A ∈ AS and B ∈ AT guaranteed by
the lemma. We let Alice and Bob simulate an execution of
π0 , where Alice controls the players in A and Bob those
in B. Alice selects as input bits for players in A a random
set of n + 1 bits such that the AND of all of them equals
bA . Similarly for Bob. Then we execute π0 , where Alice
(Bob) executes the algorithms of players in A (B). Every
message from a player in A to a player in B causes Alice
to send the message to Bob, and vice versa.
Note that although efficiency of protocols plays a crucial role in proving the above lemma, we do not need to
be concerned about efficiency at this point anymore, because we are now headed towards establishing a contradiction by building a protocol for a problem for which no
protocol exists, even if unbounded computing is allowed.
Hence we need no SS-oracle, we can use an arbitrary (inefficient) secret sharing scheme for AS ∪ AT . Also, we
may assume that Alice and Bob each have a list of the
sets in AT and AS . They will use it to answer membership queries as follows: in most cases π0 asks about a set
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which is in both AS , AT or in neither of them, so it is clear
what the answer should be. In the unlikely event that the
question is about a set in the symmetric difference, the
protocol stops, we say it crashes. Alice and Bob use the
result computed by π0 as their output if the protocol finishes; if it crashes they let the output but be 1.
Observe that in case bA = 0 or bB = 0, the probability of a crash is at most 2−n/2+2 : if, say, bA = 0,
we choose randomly between a set of at least 2n inputs,
namely all those inputs to players in A, where at least one
bit is 0. These cases constitute at least a fraction 2−n−2
of the overall probability space, so even restricted to this
case, the crash probability is at most 2−1.5k /2−n−2 =
2−n/2+2 . This immediately implies that Alice and Bob
compute correctly bA ∧ bB except with negligible probability in n. It also implies that privacy is satisfied: it is
enough to argue that if bA = 0, Alice learns a negligible amount of information about bB . To see this, consider
an idealized scenario, where there are no crashes and all
membership queries are answered according to AS . Then
since π0 is secure against AS , it follows that whenever
the players in A (alias Alice) have 1 or more zeros in their
input, they learn almost no information about the inputs
of players in B. However, the only difference between
the actual protocol we specified for Alice and Bob and
the idealized case is the crashes. And since crashes occur
with negligible probability, it follows that Alice’s view of
the actual protocol is statistically indistinguishable from
what she sees in the idealized case.
This completes the proof that Alice and Bob would be
able to compute the AND function securely, and so we
have our contradiction.
Let us now show the existence of AS and AT satisfying
the conditions (1)–(3).
It will be enough to restrict ourselves to a certain class
of maximal Q2 structures. For a given n we will construct
1.9n
a class Cn of 22
such structures as follows. Take a set
of players Pn such that |Pn | = 2(n + 1). Define split to
be a pair (X, P \X) such that |X| = |P \X| = n+1. Fix
in an arbitrary way a set of splits SP n that has a property
that (X, Y ) ∈ SP n if and only if (Y, X) 6∈ SP n (for
example: fix a player p0 ∈ Pn and define SP n to be a set
of all splits (X, P \ X) such that p0 ∈ X).
For a technical reason we make a further restriction,
and choose an arbitrary subset Rn of SP n of a size 21.9n

√
(we have |SP n | is Ω(22n / n) by standard combinatorics, therefore this operation is always possible).
Now observe that every subset S ⊆ Rn determines a
unique adversary structure AS in the following way: a set
of players Z ⊆ Pn belongs to AS if and only if one of the
following conditions is satisfied:
• |Z| < n + 1,
• (Z, P \ Z) ∈ S, or
• (P \ Z, Z) 6∈ S.
Such an adversary structure will be called a split structure.
We define Cn to be the set of all split structures AS (where
S ⊆ Rn ). Clearly every split structure is a maximal Q2
structure.
To avoid to many subscripts we fix n. From now on
we will consider only protocols running against the split
structures (what we can safely assume because we are
proving a negative result). Let prot be the set of all the
protocols assigned to the set of all split structures by π
(i.e. prot = π(Cn )). It is easy to see that now all the
membership queries about the sets of a size at smaller
than n + 1 are always answered positively. Similarly all
queries about the sets of a size bigger than n+1 are always
answered negatively. The only queries which give some
information about the adversary structure are the queries
about the sets of the size exactly n + 1. Therefore we
can now assume that instead of a membership oracle for
AS every protocol is given a membership oracle for S.
This assumption simplifies a bit the notation and views
the problem in a more abstract way.
Let t be the maximum of the expected number of
queries asked by the protocols from the set prot (more
preciselly let t = maxA∈Cn (expected number of queries
asked by π(A) when it runs against the structure A)). Let
s = 21.7n (the choice is somewhat arbitrary, what matters
is that s is much bigger than t, but much smaller that |Rn |.
Divide Rn into s blocks of equal size in an arbitrary
way (this operation will always be possible for big enough
n). Let B1 , . . . , Bs be the resulting blocks. We will say
that a set X is blinking in a block Bj iff there exists a set
Y such that all the following conditions are satisfied:
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• the protocols assigned by π to X and Y are the same,
i.e. π(X) = π(Y )

• X ∩ Bj 6= Y ∩ Bj , and

• π(AS ) = π(blink (Bj )),

• X ∩ (Rn \ Bj ) = Y ∩ (Rn \ Bj ).

• S ∩ Bj 6= blink (Bj ) ∩ Bj , and
• S \ Bj = blink (Bj ) \ Bj .

The last two conditions mean in other words that X and
Y differ on a set Bj and do not differ elsewhere. The
intuition here is that the protocol π(X) may have some
difficulty in deciding if it is running against X or Y , since
it must ask a membership query in Bj to find out.

Consider the runs of π(AS ) against the adversary structure AS and consider the probability distribution of these
runs over a random choice of the input bits to the computation as well as the random coins used. For every Bj
a query about
L EMMA 3 For every big enough n there exists a set blink- let pr (Bj ) be the probability that π(S) asksP
ing everywhere (i.e. there exists S ⊆ Rn such that S is some element in Bj . It is easy to see that j pr (Bj ) is
the expected number of queries asked by π(AS ). Recall
blinking for every block B1 , . . . , Bs ).
that this expected number of queries is polynomial in n,
P ROOF. For every block Bj let Nj denote the family and hence it is, for all large enough n, smaller than s by a
of sets not blinking for Bj . What we need to show is that factor of at least 21.5n . Therefore
∪sj=1 Nj 6= P(Rn ). We will actually prove a stronger
s
X
s
fact, namely
pr (Bj ) < 1.5n
s
X
2
1.9n
j=1
|Nj | < 22 .
(1)
j=1

Fix an arbitrary Bj . Take an arbitrary set Z ⊂ Rn \ Bj .
Now take the family G = { W ⊆ Rn : W \ Bj = Z }
(in other words G is a family of all sets whose projection on Rn \ Bj is equal to Z). If two different sets in
G were assigned the same protocol, then they would both
blink in Bj , so it follows that the size of the family of
sets in G that are not blinking in Bj cannot be bigger than
the number |prot| of different protocols. Therefore after summing over all possible sets Z ⊂ Rn we have that
1.9n
|Nj | ≤ |prot|22 (s−1)/s . Since the choice of Bj was
arbitrary we get that the left-hand-side of (1) is not big1.9n
ger than s|prot|22 (s−1)/s . Therefore to prove (1) is
enough to show that
s|prot |22

1.9n

(s−1)/s

< 22

1.9n

which is equivalent to
s|prot| < 2

21.9n
s

= 22

0.2n

(2)

The left hand side of (2) is single exponential in n and so
for big enough n the inequality (2) (and hence (1)) holds.
4

Let now n be big enough that the blinking everywhere
set exists. Let S ∈ Rn be such a set. Thus for every block
Bj there exists a set blink (Bj ) ∈ Cj such that

Thus the average value of pr (Bj ) is at most 2−1.5n . Let
Bl be such that pr (Bl ) ≤ 2−1.5n . In other words, with
probability at least 1 − 2−1.5n the machine π(AS ) will
never ask about any element in Bl . Therefore if we set
T = blink (Bl ) then the protocol π(AS ) (which is by the
way equal to π(AT )) with a probability 1 − 2−1.5n will
not distinguish between AS and AT .

6

Error Free Protocols and Open
Problems

In this paper, we have dealt with the situation where a
broadcast channel (in addition to the private ones) is available and access structures are Q2. It is known [10] that if
the adversary structure is Q3 (no three sets in the adversary structure covers the player set) and no broadcast is
given, then VSS and MPC with zero error probability is
possible. Thus it is natural to ask if in this model we are
given an error free SS scheme, can we build an error free
VSS scheme with polynomially related efficiency?
We sketch here how to build an error-free commitment
scheme. The construction requires a broadcast channel,
however, such a channel can be simulated, given an efficient way to decide membership in the adversary structure
(see [7]), and the secret sharing scheme we assume gives
precisely such a decision procedure.
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The commitment scheme works as follows: the committer shares his secret s to get shares s1 , ..sn . He further
shares each si to get sets of subshares {sij }. He sends
s1j , ..., snj to Pj and sends si plus the random bits used
in sharing si to Pi . This allows both Pi and Pj to compute
sij , so they can privately compare their values and ask the
committer to publicly announce sij if there is a mismatch.
If some Pi realizes that the committer is corrupt, Pi accuses the committer, who must then make public all data
sent to Pi .
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